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Beginning from simple production of mass market alcohol, the premium spirits industry have been steadily developing, in response to
gradual cultural shifts within the society. Eventually, it has gone a long way coming to the point of digitalisation that leads us to a
completely new era of product manufacturing, education, consumption and distribution. Times change and G7G focuses on developing
and implementing science and technology to improve efficiency, sustainability and longevity of its valuable heritage brands for the next
generation of consumers. The ability to adjust business strategies to rapidly changing financial, social and especially digital
environment is crucial. Our focus therefore is on merging the past valuable authentic behind our craft brands with the future of cuttingedge technologies, to build a new vision and value for the next generation of consumers.
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About G7G
G7G Powerhouses

Generation 7 Group
Augmented Reality

Virtual Reality

Non-Fungible Token

Innovations

Metaverse

KINAHANS.WORLD

Digitalisation

3D Technologies

Blockchain

Headquarters - Geneva, Switzerland
Industry - Next-Gen Food & Beverage
Number of employees - <20
Generation 7 Group is a “seven-brand powerhouse” FoodTech that
owns and operates historic brands. Focusing on developing digital
capabilities to power offline to online integrations. Merging the past
behind the world’s most valuable brands with the future of cuttingedge technologies to build a new world and new value for the
generations of consumers.
“Walking the streets of the future is going to be breath taking.”
- Zak Oganian, CEO of G7G
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The vision behind G7G is to create a future where the value of heritage and
authentic craftsmanship is preserved, reimagined and unlocked over again
in a new way for generations to come. We do this through ever-evolving,
cutting edge tech capabilities that allow us to transform consumer
expectations into experiences. Imagine a new world, where technology is the
shop window for all your favourite brands.
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I. The Mission to Reforestation
The world is losing its natural forests at an alarming rate. We have now taken steps to
take care of and recover native forests and native trees firstly, primarily in areas from
which we source our wood for production of rare and limited whiskey releases.
In 2020, Kinahan’s signed with Quercus (Portuguese Non-Governmental Environmental
Organization) a collaborative agreement for reforestation, aiming to return dissipating
Quercus Pyrenaica (also known as Black Oak) population and preserve it for the coming
generations. These trees sustain rich biodiversity and traditional livelihoods, provide
opportunities for development in economically and socially disadvantaged areas and play
a key role in ecological processes, such as water retention, soil conservation or carbon
storage. (Montero and Torres, 1993).
We have a strong, shared concern over the importance of needed support for
sustainability and reforestation of native tree species and agreed to cooperate on a
reforestation effort for Quercus Pyrenaica tree type in Portugal. Kinahan’s, a G7G brand,
commits to continued replanting of native species of Quercus Pyrenaica at the Plantation
until the Plantation is fully established.
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Kinahan’s Plantation
Environmental security and social wellbeing are
major global threats. Reforestation is only one of
many problems we are facing today. We aim to
maximise our chances of building projects that last
for the next generation and would like to inspire
others to do the same.
Ireland, home of the historic Kinahan’s Whiskey
project, ranks 2nd in the world for food security. We
intend to make our own continued contribution to
this. This is a lifelong project, and we can't solely
make a significant impact. Therefore, G7G
collaborates with domestic and international
partners to help positively improve impact and
performance.

Kinahan’s Plantation Location:
Portugal - 41–16°43.2”N 7-52°12.6”W
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Challenges: Wrong Tree Planting
Surprisingly, reforestation in itself can be harmful. Not any tree reforestation is of value to global sustainability. Reforestation efforts
are most effective when they focus on “native trees”. This helps preserve and not destroy naturally developed habitats and ecosystems
of particular regions and maintain a balance of biodiversity. G7G does not get involved in non-native tree reforestation.
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G7G Reforestation Challenges
Planting Quercus Perinayca native trees is more challenging
than just any tree. These native tree species are more prone to
destruction during the first months after planting. The survival
rate is ineffectively low. This is when the tree seeds are planted
straight into the natural habitat.

To avoid this problem, we have hired a Tree Nursery in Portugal.
This large controlled environment allows a virtually 100% survival
rate on each seed to get into the first 3-5 months of growth. Once
the young trees are grown, they are replanted into their natural
habitat as the second step.

2020 year

2021 year

2022 year

10,000

Target 15,000

Target 45,000

Seeds of native oak planted in tree
nursery

Seeds of native oak planted in tree
nursery

Seeds of native oak planted in tree
nursery

8,000

Target 20,000

Target 50,000

Native trees planted in natural
habitat

Native trees planted in natural
habitat

Native trees planted in natural
habitat

2021 year

2022 year

2023 year

Survival rate in planting seed into native ground 50%
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Survival rate in tree nursery 95%
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II. G7G Commitment to Sustainability in Manufacturing
Target areas
G7G projects made the commitment to meet the
evolving sustainability needs and demands of global
consumer markets.
A few years ago the Kinahan’s Whiskey project had set
over 30 sustainability targets with the key focus to
demonstrating
commitment
to
improving
the
environmental footprint of the business. The project has
developed five-year milestones on sustainability actions
which is independently reviewed annually.
The G7G plan encompasses environmental, social
and economic sustainability helping Kinahan's to
reduce environmental impact.
Performance against our sustainability targets is
comprehensively verified annually by Mabbett - a
leading global inspection verification testing and
certification company.
The sustainability target performance is assessed from
0 to 3, where 0 is fail and 3 stands for outstanding
result.
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G7G Commitment to Sustainability in Manufacturing
Sustainability in manufacturing may be mostly achieved through proper sustainable sourcing. Packaging is one of the easiest
production branches that can be positively reformed in terms of sustainability. Kinahan’s set a mandatory target related to packaging
which is: sourcing certified sustainable packaging material recyclable materials or reducing overall volumes of it.
Packaging

Primary Producer Sustainability Initiatives

Target Initiatives (2020 & 2021)

Primary Sustainability Initiatives (2020 & 2021)
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25%

75%

20

10%

90%

Undertaken

Completion Rate

In Progress

Undertaken

Completion Rate

In Progress

Number of Packaging Targets (2020 & 2021)
Consumers are becoming increasingly conscious of the
environmental impact of the food and drink products they buy
and want to be assured that they are making sustainable choices.
Choosing suppliers that have recognised sustainability
certifications around their products is an effective way of
managing this complex area. Providing consumers with reliable
sustainability information on food is also high on the agenda of
EU legislators.
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III. MetaHumans
G7G MetaHumans perfectly resemble diversity in
real human society. This broad variety will help to
encompass all sorts of possible consumers needs
while not contributing to the carbon footprint.

Version 1.0
G7G is pursuing a goal of further development and
improvement of virtual human ambassadors.
These MetaHumans will undergo a huge
advancement, both visually and functionally in
order to replace real people in the most
meaningful, efficient and favourable for the
customers way.
Generation 7 Group

● 3D virtual human (character
type look)
● “Chatbot” level of quality of
interaction and learning
● Personalised experience for
the customer

Version 2.0
● AI, Deep learning, trained with real
data out of a real person
● Expressions in real time, complex
lighting with the environment
● State of the art AI, including facial
recognition and full data collection
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MetaHumans — New Sustainability Vision
In November 2021, Kinahan’s introduced the world’s first MetaHumans in the Food and Beverage industry. These digital humans will
act as brand ambassadors. Traditionally, human ambassadors used to play this role and travel the world to perform several activities,
such as brand activation, promotion, education, etc. As the world continues to evolve, the G7G brand will now rely predominantly on
MetaHumans to perform these tasks, reducing its impact on global carbon emissions due to reduced travel, waste and substantially
increased efficiency. This will act as our passport to sustainability!

MetaHumans

700kg
of CO2 per year

Zero
water consumption

Zero
waste
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Human Ambassadors

VS

10 Tonnes
of CO2 per year

~30,000 gallons
of water per year

~5 pounds
of municipal solid waste
per person per day
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MetaHumans — New Sustainability Vision
CO₂ emission

Water consumption

Garbage generation

The listed charts demonstrate the gradual reduction of
negative footprint over a year in the group of 6 human
ambassadors that are continuously replaced by
MetaHumans.
Each two months one real person was substituted with a
MetaHuman.
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WEBSITE
generation7group.com

WEBSITE
kinahanswhiskey.com

EMAIL
hello@generation7group.com

EMAIL
info@kinahanswhiskey.com

LINKEDIN
www.linkedin.com/company/g7g/
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